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(Left) Dordt students on the Netherlandic Study Program visit
the Kroller-Muller outdoor museum in Otterloo, The Nether-
lands. They are accompanied by Prof. A.B. Bos-Geertsma
who teaches "Architecture and Paintings" of The
Netherlands.
(Above) Students from several Christian colleges spend a
semester working and studying in Chicago on the Chicago
Metro Program.
Living in a global community
Students' lives are changed by other cultures
history back home. He knew of
Dordt College from friends and
relatives. Living in a small com-
munity appealed to him. Spits
lives with other students in
Dordt's East Campus apartments.
"In Holland you don't live on
campus when you're a student,"
he says. "You have to find a
room in the city." He believes it
iy a gond thing for Dordt to
welcome and invite international
students to its campus. Spits notes
some differences between
Americans and Europeans:
"People here seem not very in-
formed about the rest of the
world. Even in the newspapers
here you see mostly American
news. InEurope people watch the
news at least once a day.
"1 think it's a good thing
students see that people live dif-
ferently in other countries," he
says. "They can see that there are
similarities but differences too. "
Teresa Haro is from Mexico
City, Mexico. She learned about
Dordt College through mis-
sionaries who visited her church.
"Everything is very different,"
she says of her experience here so
far. "People are very friendly and
you get to know them quickly."
She has had to adjust to life in a
small town, to rather different
fonds, and to the cooler climate,
but she enjoys interaction with
Christian students very much.
"The young people in
Mexico- it' s really a mess. They
don't care too much about
religion-they don't take it all that
seriously." One thing Haro
believes American students can
become sensitized to is an often
inaccurate portrayal of Mexican
people in movies and other
media. "American students have
the wrong idea of what a Latin
person is-they categorize the
Mexican. Most students' opinions
change if they go on a program
to Mexico or Latin America."
Indeed, Dordt's off-campus
study programs are another way
students come to a better
understanding of other people and
ways of living. Many Dordt
students spend a semester study-
ing in Spain, Germany, The
Netherlands, Costa Rica, Mex-
ico, Chicago, Nigeria, or other
programs offered through the
Christian College Coalition
rccci. In the 1990-1991 school
year two students studied in
Washington, D.C., seven in
Chicago, one in Costa Rica, one
in Spain, and one at the CCC's
Los Angeles Film Institute. Ten
other students planned to study
abroad but had to quickly change
their plans after the outbreak of
war in the Persian Gulf. Because
of the threat of terrorism to
American students, programs in
The Netherlands and Nigeria
were cancelled.
In 1986, Rebecca Niemeyer,
now a staff member in the college
advancement office" spent a
semester on the Chicago Metro
Program. She interned with the
Chicago Association for Retarded
Citizens as a public relations
assistant. "1 wanted to try my
hand in the working world and
see a different lifestyle," says
Niemeyer about why she enrolled
in the program. She experienced
a variety of "cultures," from the
upper crust at ballet openings to
the impoverished in areas of the
city where she helped set up pro-
grams. For one of her classes,
Niemeyer learned about
Chicago's history and diverse
population. ' 'Chicago has been a
center for ethnic groups,"
continued on page 2
Angela Stuyk
Dordt College's Iowa set-
ting was once seen as a cultural
disadvantage, but today its
students have a variety of oppor-
tunities to experience other
cultural expressions-both on
campus and off. Like the general
populace, they can choose
whether to take advantage of the
opportunities available.
One way Dordt students are ex-
posed to other cultures and other
ways of thought is through con-
tact with international students.
This year young people from The
Netherlands, Mexico, Indonesia,
Japan, and several African coun-
tries, not to mention a large
number from Canada, are study-
ing at Dordt. Several Asian-
Americans are also enrolled.
Most of these students heard about
Dordt through their church or
from friends and relatives. They
find it exciting to be at a Chris-
tian college in a different cultural
setting, and they add a new
dimension to the student bndy.
Sierk Spits, one of six students
from The Netherlands, came to
Dordt from his home in the north-
western province of Friesland.
Although he has completed
teachers' college in The Nether-
lands, he wanted to live for a year
in an English speaking country
before teaching English and
, 'American students
have the wrong idea
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Ryan Vander Lugt says living in Costa
Rica changed him as a person.
Niemeyer said. "There's so
much diversity there." Niemeyer
recommends the program for its
practical job experience and its
social education. "You have to
go down there with open arms
and take in as much as you can ."
Ryan Vander Lugt spent the
spring semester of 1990 in Costa
Rica. He speaks with intensity
about the political, spiritual, and
cultural awareness he gained dur-
ing his studies and work ex-
perience in Costa Rica and his
travels through Nicaragua and
Guatemala. He highly recom-
mends the program. "It will give
you a different view of the world
and your position in the world.
What 1got out of it was so much
more than I planned."
Vander Lugt decided to par-
ticipate in the program to improve
his Spanish and to live in another
culture. "It's a real eye-opener,"
he says of experiences he had
working with a farmer near the
Nicaraguan border. "It was
rural-real rural. The land was
newly opened jungle so I was
actually in the jungle. I'd wake
up to screams of monkeys-not
to mention going to bed with
the screams of monkeys." In
Guatemala the group of students
From the president
witnessed some of the political
turmoil of that country-armed
people in the streets, a bombing
of a bus on a road they had
used days before. "In Guatemela
it's very tense politically-you
can feel it in the streets-
revolution is in the air," Vander
Lugt says.
Other students experience other
lifestyles and cultures by par-
ticipating in the PUA and AMOR
programs during Christmas and
spring break. John Van Dyk was
a leader for PLIA in Cary,
Mississippi, during spring break
1990. He enjoys participating for
a number of reasons, including
"the old open-your-eyes
business," he says. Having liv-
ed for a time overseas and been
part of other cross-cultural ex-
periences, he enjoys watching the
change in students who have not
experienced another culture.
"You can tell they have a better
perspective when they come
back," he says. When Dordt
students are in Cary, they are the
minority. "I think that experience
draws people together and makes
them a close knit group by the
end," he says. PLIA also has
work sites in inner-city Chicago
and in the Blue Ridge mountains
of Kentucky.
AMOR is a newer program
than PLIA and takes students out
of the states to the Dominican
Republic and Mexico. Vice Presi-
Jennifer Gesch and JuU Gesink coordinated two AMOR
programs that sent student volunteers to other cultural
communities.
dent for Student Affairs, Nick
Kroeze, helps with the program's
fund raising and making contact
with the organizers in those coun-
tries. He endorses the program
because he believes "the oppor-
tunity to get out of your own
social and political experience
and view your country from
another perspective is eye open-
ing. It gives people a more real
picture of the world."
Kroeze thinks this program,
too, changes some American
misconceptions. One of these is
the prevalent American idea that
people are down and out because
of their own doing. "When you
visit these countries, you see it
isn't true-people in such dire
straits politically and economic-
ally need outside help. Virtually
anything anyone can do is a help.
You don't have to be an expert."
Juli Gesink was the student
coordinator for the AMOR pro-
gram to the Dominican Republic.
This year the group from Dordt
joined a group from Ontario,
Canada, to build a cafeteria, help
out on a farm with an "Eggs for
Everyone" program, and teach
Bible school.
Gesink went to the Dominican
Republic last Christmas and came
back feeling thankful for many
daily conveniences she has at
home. "I'm thankful for rumting
water, flush toilets, good roads,
cars that run. I realize how good
we have it over here," she says.
She believes her view of the
world has permanently changed
as well. It helps her look away
from herself and her own small
community to see people in
need in this country, she says.
Julie, ten other students, and
Dr. Michael Williams, professor
of theology, spent much of their
Christmas vacation in the
Dominican Republic this year.
Jennifer Gesch organized a
group of seven students who took
AMOR to an orphanage in
Reynosa, Mexico, during the
semester break. The students
helped with maintenance work,
planned activities with the
children, and helped sort items in
a thrift' store. Having spent
several years in Peru with her
parents who were Wycliff Bible
translators, Oesch is fluent in
Spanish. "I enjoy the Latin
culture and think we should get
more students involved in the in-
ternational scene," she says, add-
ing, "Helping other people is a
way to show your Christian
faith. "
Every year there are more in-
ternational students on campus
with their unique perspectives of
the world. And every year the ex-
periences of other lifestyles
through study programs or ser-
vice projects enrich the global




resist is the widely
accepted notion that
scientific knowledge
is a superior kind of
knowledge . . ."
According to present
plans, Dr. Stuart Fowler, of
Melbourne, Australia, will join us
in 1992-1993 as a Visiting Fellow
in the Dordt College Studies In-
stitute. I have been aware of
Fowler and his work for several
years; but I did not have an op-
portunity to meet and become ac-
quainted with him until 1989
when my wife and I were on a
speaking tour in Australia. I look
forward to the time he will spend
on Dordt's campus.
Recently I read a book edited
by Fowler under the title Chris-
tian Schooling: Educating for
Freedom. (One of the essays in
Christian Schooling, "The Prac-
tice of Teaching Christianly," was
written by Dr. John Van Dyk of
Dordt College. J. In the first essay
Fowler himself asks: "What
makes schooling Christian?" In
answering this question he con-
siders the authority of science in
Christian schooling.
"What we should resist," warns
Fowler, "is the widely accepted
notion that scientific knowledge is
a superior kind of knowledge
based on an autonomous scientific
authority." He continues:
We should dispute the notion
that a way of doing things based
on scientific knowledge is
necessarily better than a way of
doing things based on other
kinds of knowledge.
To resist these things is not to
resist science as one of the ways
in which humans legitimately
extend their knowledge. It is to
reject widely held beliefs about
the authority role and status of
this scientific knowledge.
Why should we reject these
beliefs? In the final analysis
because they are incompatible
with our confession that Jesus
Christ is Lord . . . . All other
authorities in the creation are
relative to the authority of Christ
the Lord and subject to his Word
as law. (p. 9)
Of course, I wholeheartedly
agreed with Fowler when I read
these statements. But I did not
understand their full significance
until a few weeks later when I
came upon an article in Scientific
American (October 1990),
"Trends in Cosmology: Univer-
sal Truths," authored by staff
writer, John Hargan.
In his article Hargan describes
a Nobel symposium in Sweden on
"the birth and early evolution of
our universe" attended by thirty
of the world's leading astronomers
and physicists. No one at the
meeting seemed to doubt the
underlying premise of main-
stream cosmology, the big bang
theory. However, a number of
those gathered did indicate grow-
ing skepticism regarding the so-
called "cold dark matter
model"-a widely accepted ver-
sion of how the universe
"evolved" after the big bang.
Several questions were raised
concerning the cold dark matter
model, which its advocates strug-
gled mightily to answer. One of
the original proponents of the
model went so far as to state,
"The cold dark matter model
must either be revised or
scrapped." (p. 114) Others have
suggested alternative models that,
according to some, may even
overturn or dispense with the big
bang theory.
All of this caused symposium
participant Neil Turak to
remark: Maybe the problems
cosmology has set for itself will
tum out to be just too difficult
to solve scientifically.
After all, we've got a lot of
gall to suppose that the universe
can be described by some sim-
ple theory. (p. 117).
The discussions at the thirty-day
symposium led Hargan to conclude
his article by noting that the surge
of scientific observations . . .
may eliminate. many theories,
but eventually . . . they will
spawn new theories. In the
meantime cosmologists-and
the rest of us-may have to forgo
attempts at understanding the
universe and simply marvel at
its infinite complexity and
strangeness. (p. 117).
Fowler and Hargan write from
radically different viewpoints.
Fowler's perspective is clearly
Christian. Hargan has obviously
adopted an evolutionistic
perspective. But both make the
same point-although in very dif-
ferent ways. When I read Hargan's
words, "In the meantime
cosmologists-and the rest of
us-may have to forgo attempts at
understanding the universe ... ,"
I was immediately reminded of
Fowler's warning that we should
resist the notion "that scientific
knowledge is a superior kind of
know ledge based on an
autonomous scientific authority."
Fowler's warning must be taken
seriously-not only by a Christian
college such as Dordt, but also by
a church, such as the Christian
Reformed Church, that is trying
to articulate the relationship be-
tween Scripture and science. All
must acknowledge that "other
authorities in the creation are
relative to the authority of Christ









































































War: the price of policy not based on principle
Donald E. King
When U.S. troops were
sent to the Persian Gulf in
response to the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait, I began my own internal
dialogue about the appropriate
role of the United States in this
dispute. I listened carefully to the
reasons offered for possible U.S.
military action: a violation of in-
ternational law, the threat to
Saudi Arabia, and major control
of the world oil market. Though
the motives were mixed, I was
encouraged that action was being
taken under the auspices of the
United Nations and with multina-
tional support, including our
former Cold War adversary, the
Soviet Union. World condemna-
tion of Iraq's actions, the imposi-
tion of economic sanctions, and
diplomatic negotiations seemed
appropriate ways to promote
what President Bush called "a
new world order."
But when Iraq refused to
capitulate and the President
doubled the size of the force in
the Gulf, I began to examine the
situation more closely. Let me
begin by sharing the lenses
through which I view this crisis.
Then I will describe some of the
more troubling aspects I have
discovered about this war and
suggest some alternative ways of
responding.
As a political scientist my chief
concern is the responsibility of
states and their governments to
promote justice through their in-
terrelationships. States driven by
self-interest or by some
unachievable ideal do not reflect
their biblical mandate to act justly
in all of their transactions. States
have been granted a limited
authority by God, which includes
the legitimate use of force, in
order to pursue peace and justice.
War is one form of coercive ac-
tion, but can only be undertaken
when all other options have been
exhausted, and then its objective
must be to restore the state to its
proper role.
In light of this perspective,
there are aspects of our policy
that I find disturbing. First, up
until the invasion of Kuwait in
August and for over a decade, the
U .S. has been supporting the
"madman" Saddam Hussein we
now seek to depose. Aware of
Iraq's plan to attack Iran in 1980,
the U.S. government did notIling
to oppose or condemn this act of
aggression. The U.S. and its
allies instead chased profits by
massive arms sales to both sides,
prolonging the war for eight
years. As recently as July 24,
1990, a week before the invasion
of Kuwait, State Department
spokesperson Margaret Tutweiler
declared that the U. S. had no
commitment to come to Kuwait's
defense. A day later, the U.S.
ambassador to Iraq com-
municated directly to Hussein that
the U.S. wanted improved rela-
tions and had no desire to get in-
volved in Iraq's border conflicts
with the Kuwaitis. (She later con-
fessed in aNew York Times inter-
view that .. we never expected
they would take all of Kuwait. ")
In short, the U.S. State Depart-
ment was willing to concede the
disputed territory to Hussein as
the price of continuing to curry
his favor, with little regard for
Kuwaiti sovereignty. Soon after.
we decried the invasion as a
violation of international law that
cannot be allowed to stand. This
makes me wonder which prin-
ciples are shaping our Mideast
policy or whether we even have
one.
Second, after the intiial ninety
days following the invasion, the
commitment of the U.S. to pursue
alternatives to war was severely
Iintited. The most comprehensive
economic sanctions since WWII
were only in effect for three
months before the president
ordered the massive build-up in
the Gulf that established the
momentum for the use of force.
Most of those who supported
sanctions recognized they would
take time and the Iraqi military
would be the last affected. Former
Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara testified to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee on
December 4, 1990, "Surely we
should be prepared to give the
sanctions 12 to 18months to work
if we wish to achieve our political
objectives . . ."
Also, the tenor of the public
relations war against Hussein left
little room for concessions.
Describing Saddam as "worse
than Hitler" and raising the threat
of an Iraqi nuclear bomb (which
was at least five and probably ten
years away) made war appear
necessary .
The same half-hearted commit-
ment to sanctions was seen in our
posture in the negotiating pro-
cess. We would accept nothing
less than unconditional
withdrawal and refused to con-
sider the injustices against the
Palestinians in the occupied West
Bank as part of a settlement. So
when both sides refused to budge,
we threw in the towel and em-
braced the more familiar ways of
the old world order.
Third, despite President
Carter's warning over a decade
ago that our dependence on im-
ported oil "threatens America
with an economic, social, and
political crisis." our leaders
failed to develop an energy policy
that would break our addiction to
cheap Mideastern oil. Carter's
fears were substantiated when the
possibility of a disruption in the
flow of oil from the Gulf sent
shock waves throughout world
financial markets and contributed
to our own ailing economy. Still,
the Administration ignores at-
tempts to address the growing in-
terdependence between global
energy and economics.
Fourth and finally, even as
allied forces rain destruction on
Iraq, plans are underway to
dispense economic aid and
establish a "security regime" that
preserves some of Iraq's military
capability and is led by one of
Saddam's Sunni Muslim relatives
or associates. This strategy is
aimed at preventing a takeover by
the fundamentalist Shi' it majority
or possible aggression by
neighbors with land claims on
Iraqi territory. The paramount
concern of the U. S. is to main-
tain a balance of power in this
region that will assure continued
access to its valuable resources.
We fail to grasp the nature of the
conflict between Islam and
modernity and its implications for
the promulgation of a successful
Mideast policy.
This picture leads me to con-
clude that Operation Desert
Storm is not about justice,
democracy or international law,
but the "realpolitik" that
characterizes the relationship
among modern states. WitIlin the
logic of political realism each of
the aspects discussed above make
sense. Saddam Hussein is, after
all, a thug-a menacing bully-
who like Noriega, Marcos, and
others have been used by the U. S.
to promote its interests, in return
for a steady supply for money and
arms. Christopher Hitchens
pointed out in a recent article in
Harper's Magazine, that great
power states have no lasting
friends or fixed principles, but
only permanent interests. The
tragedy is that not only does this
represent an improper use of
political authority, but a foreign
policy devoid of norms, which in-
variably precipitates conflict.
Our hope must lie in reorient-
ing our foreign policy toward the
promotion of justice in the rela-
tions between states. This will
take time, patience and humility.
Our immediate commitment must
be to the safety and well-being of
our men and women in uniform.
For this reason we should delay
launching a ground war that
might play into the hands of Hus-
sein until all possible options have
been attempted. Without elabora-
tion let me briefly suggest three
steps that would reflect the ap-
proach I have articulated and
minimize the dangers of a pro-
tracted ground assault:
I.While holding our positions,
institute a cease fire and
establish an acceptable
negotiation process that will
include a negotiated timetable
for the withdrawal of Iraqi
troops from Kuwait at the
same time withdraw allied
forces from the area and pro-
vide a structure (e.g., the Arab
League) for resolving Iraq's
numerous disputes with
Kuwait, including control of
disputed islands, access to the
sea, use of oil fields on the
border, and compliance with
OPEC production quotas.
2. Call a regional peace con-
ference with the support of the
U.N. Security Council to draft
a treaty that would affirm
Israel's 1967 borders, create a
Palestinian state encompassing
the West Bank and Gaza, and
eliminate other military oc-
cupations in the region.
3. Accept the challenge to stop
the proliferation of arms in the
Mideast, which is the most
heavily armed part of the
world (per capita) thanks to
the major arms producers
(U.S., U.S.S.R., France, Bri-
tain, and Germany), who must
now take responsibility for tIlis
threat. The states of tIlis region
should establish a nuclear free
zone, as proposed earlier by
Israel, Egypt and Iraq.
Moving on these steps will re-
quire the same tenacity and
dedication the American people
have exhibited thus far, but will
demonstrate our understanding
that war itself is a symptom of
more deeply seated problems
which will remain even after a
ground confrontation with Iraqi
forces. So let us call a
moratorium to the bombing and
show that a greater power lies
with those who can restrain their
use of the sword. 0
Donald E. King '.ad jes political science.
, 'Moving on these
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The war touches Dordt in a variety of ways
The last two issues of the Dordt
Diamond have included many
students' responses to the war.
We share a few of them here.
"I knew war was a
possibility when I
signed up. If I had
the option today, I'd
still sign. If it wasn't
for the guard I prob-
ably wouldn't be at
Dordt.z
The war hits home for guard members
Ten Nikkel
Sioux Center remains
peaceful while war breaks out
across the globe. Student lives
seem scarcely altered as classes
continue to meet as usual.
However, there are those on
Dordt's campus who carry the
war in mind more than others.
Mike De Weerd, senior, is a
member of the Second Mecha-
nized 133rd Infantry of Sheldon,
Iowa. As a member of the Na-
tional Guard, he is aware that he
may be called to fight at any time.
"I try not to think about it-I have
enough to worry about. But when
people ask me what I'm still do-
ing here I can't forget," he says.
Most of the guard members at
Dordt don't expect to receive
orders to pack their bags for some
time. "There's always the
possibility ... our commanders
don't want us to know much
about it. But it's unlikely right
now because- we're not in very
high status units," says Alden
Weg, member of a South Dakota
bridge-building unit.
Others such as senior Marty
Vander Plaats already have
family in the Gulf. Marty's
brother Greg has been overseas
since August. Letters and calls
have been rare since war broke
out. Marty and his family assume
Greg remains out of danger. "I
guess we've come to accept it.
We get scared, but we're behind
him," says Marty.
Dr. Nicholas Kroeze, vice
president of student affairs, also
realizes the pressures on approx-
imate~y 21 guard members at-
tending Dordt. "I keep a list of
their names so we can do
whatever we can to accommodate
them should they be called up, "
he says.
Most of the guard members at
Dordt support the President's
decision to take action.
Junior Glen Nydam, member
of the 200th Combat Engineer
Unit concludes, "I knew war was
a possibility when I signed up.
If I had the option today, I'd
still sign. If it wasn'f for the guard
I probably wouldn't be at
Oordt." D
Madany speaks on Middle East crisis
., -
Reverend Bassam Madany is the Arabic
language minister of The Back to God
Hour radio program.
photo by Andy Fossum
, 'Patriotism inten-
sified by the urgency





dle East as it relates to North
Americans is not an easy task.
In fact, until now, most Ameri-
cans have not even considered this
task necessary, according to
Reverend Bassam Madany, the
featured speaker at several lec-
tures in CI60 on February II.
Madany spoke of America's
long neglect of the history and
culture of the Islam community in
the Middle East. He pointed to
America's history of unconcern
for imperialistic affairs as a ma-
jor factor of our unawareness of
the development of the Middle
East and of the influence Muh-
hamadanism has on politics there.
"This awareness of the affairs
of the Middle East can not last
longer," said Madany, who traced
the long and fascinating story of
the Muslim people.
A political religion
The focus of his lecture was a
call for understanding and know-
ledge of the complex Islam history.
Madany, who was born in
Syria, explained that "Islam reli-
gion, unlike any other religion car-
ries with itself political baggage."
He said that this inseparable
union between religion and
government caused dissension
and war beginning already 30
years after the Islam founder
Muhammed died in 600 A.D.
Disputes over the legitimacy of
the law and the leaders split the
early Islamic world and continues
to cause bloodshed, even today.
As a result of Europe's colonial
efforts in the Middle East, anti-
West sentiments were instilled in
the Arab nations, an animosity
still felt strongly today, Madany
said.
For example, said Madany,
when Saddam Hussein bombs
Israel, which is a symbol of
western imperialism, he does so
to rally the anti-west, Islamic fac-
tions in neighboring countries.
Our hope for the future
The expansion of Islam is a
legitimate cause for war to most
Muslims, according to Madany.
But we must not turn our backs
on the issue as if it does not af-
fect us, he said.
The present war compounds
already existing problems in the
Middle East, such as a water
shortage and a poor economy.
"'Whetherwe like it or not, we are
involved in this world's prob-
lems." Madany said.
"The world is interdependent.
We need each other. We have to
learn how to live with each other
in this world."
The only way to reach a peace-
ful world is in the realization of
everyone's need for evangelism,
and reconciliation through Jesus,
stressed Madany, who urged the
audience to become active in
bringing that about. D
Separating patriotism and justice
Study abroad programs cancelled
Christine Van Belle
In the True Vine Christian
bookstore, all the patriotic
literature and knicknacks have
been sold out. According to the
news, stores all over Siouxland
have been flooded by people seek-
ing American flags and other
paraphernalia to show their sup-
port for our troops. People are
"proud to be Americans" and
want to demonstrate this. In the
midst of peace marches and pro-
testing on both coasts, there is a
surprising wave of patriotism
swelling in the heartland.
Patriotism warms the soul and
brings tears to the eye. It sends out
a clear picture that, united, the
people of America won't stand for
"naked aggression."
I believe in patriotism, that is,
in loving my country, the United
States of America. But patriotism
intensified by the urgency of a sit-
uation, can lead to blind nation-
alism. Loving my country does
not mean I unquestionably accept
the current propaganda that the
United States, the long arm of
justice, is out to save the little guy
Brenda Van Hal
Several students had
planned to spend a semester on a
foreign studies program. Some of
these programs have been can-
celled due to fear of danger for
American students.
Or. Case Boot, director of the
Netherlandic Studies Program,
said cancelling the program was
not an easy decision.
Boot says, "It's just as disap-
pointing for me as it is for the
students." Boot says his decision
wasn't a snap judgement. After
the topic was thoroughly dis-
cussed, the department and the
administration concurred with
Boot's decision.
According to the Des Moines
Register, Georgetown Uni-
versity called all of their stu-
dents back to their home cam-














Iwho was swallowed up by a mer-
ciless wolf. There is a fine line
between supporting our troops
and supporting the politics of this
war. I'm struggling to find it.
The U.S. enforces an inconsis-
tent, unjust foreign policy. We de-
fend whom we will, as long as our
interests are endangered.
Palestine and EI Salvador are
perfect examples of this. The cur-
rent administration is of the opin-
ion that this is the only realistic
way to operate foreign policy. But
justice is not an ideal to be
modified in tlie light of political
reality. God has commanded
justice. As well as being the right
thing to do, a just foreign policy
will gain the U.S. credibility in
this new world order.
None of this changes the fact
that Kuwait has received bar-
barous treatment, Saddam Hus-
sein is a threat to the Middle East,
and the United States is now at
war. Peace rallies and marches
almost seem counterproductive.
Support for our nation is not un-
biblical. It is good to critically
weigh each policy in light of the































may be in danger of terrorist
attacks.
Boot says that information also
influenced his decision. "Amster-
dam is not a nice little CRC city.
Most of the population is
Moslem. The situation launched
could turn into a holy war
[Moslems v, Christians]. And it's
so easy for terrorists to hide in
Amsterdam and in the building
complex where students would've
been housed. I know from ex-
perience that you can tell [who
are] Americans because of their
walk and dress. They could
become an easy target for harass-
ment or casualty."
Boot also says that calls from
parents and students concerned
about the situation influenced his
decision. "The potential of en-
dangering the lives of the students
was a risk and responsibility I was
not willing to take." D
Feature
Alumni praise business program
Sally Jongsma
Dordt' s business students
make up the largest department
on campus. They leave college
equipped with a strong educa-
tional foundation that has earned
themhighmarks from employers
across the country. In fact, com-
panies who have hired Dordt
graduates often come back to the
college asking for names of other
promising students. A solid
academic background, rigorous
internships, and a growing
alumni network have given
Dordt's business graduates a
placement record of 97 percent.
"One of our big strengthsis the
strong liberal arts context of our
program," says Jasper Lesage,
economics professor and dean of
the division. Many employers
want employees who not only
have business training, but who
also have learned how to think,
write, communicate, and relate
different ideas.
Kelly Brouwer agrees. As a
sales representative for County
Business Systems in Escondido,
California, she says her liberal
arts background makes her feel
well-versed in a variety of areas,
giving her more confidence as she
works with people.
RickAltena, whoworks in pur-
chasing and inventory control at
EMWGroschoppin SiouxCenter
cites the Christian perspective,
the broad liberalarts background,
and his practicum experience as
highlights of his preparation.
"Specializing too much can be
dangerous," he says. "If you
decide you don't like what you're
doing, it's much easier to change
if you have a strong liberal arts
background." In today's world
of changing technology such an
issue becomes even more
important.
A second strength is the ready
access students have to the latest
in computers and business soft-
ware. With a student-computer
ratio of 10:I business students
have excellent opportunity to
develop expertise in areas they
will need on the job. The depart-
ment uses up-to-date software
used in most businesses today.
They subscribe to databanks that
make pertinent information as ac-
cessible as if they were working
in corporate headquarters.
Recent graduates sometimes
write or call their business pro-
fessors to give their reactions to
their new environment. They are
almost always positive, says Dr.
John Visser, chairman of the
department.
Doyle Beltman, a 1990
graduate who works for the Iowa
state auditor's office wrote:
Rather quickly, the existing
staff had me pegged as a
computer person. I didn't
realize how fortunate I was
to use computers with no
time limits at Dordt. I have
made a friend, who
graduated from [a state
university] who explained
that few assignments were
ever required to be done on
computer because of the has-
sle required to get time and
then have to pay for it.
Business professors make it a
point to be available to their
students. They have worked in
such areas as accounting,
marketing, and banking before
they began teaching. Such ex-
perience helps them integrate
business principles with on-the-
job needs.
H. Dean Vande Kamp, a 1985
graduate and manager with Ernst
andYoung in Denver, sayshe ap-
preciates the sound principles he
learned in Dordt' s business pro-
gram. The liberal arts approach,
combined with specialized
courses in his last two years, gave
him a good background, he feels.
"Professor Hilbelink is ex-
cellent," he says about his ac-
countingpreparation. "It really is
important to have professors who
have had experience in
business. "
Tami Graves commends the
marketing course she took with
Professor Mert Gulker. In the
class, a group of students were
assigned to a business or com-
pany to plan a specificmarketing
program. "The experience was
great, H she says.
Through a strong core of foun-
dational courses and individual
contact with professors, students
are encouraged not only to learn
the latest in business practice but
also to reflect on them and de-
velop their Christian understand-
ing of important issues in their
field and in society generally.
Byron De Stigter, who works
for Cryne, Parkinson, and
Associates in Sioux City, Iowa,
says he felt well-prepared for his
CPA exams and stresses the value
of concrete experience through
practicums. But, he says,
graduates must also be good
parents and good citizens.
Developing a Christian response
to a variety of issues is important.
And like many colleges, Dordt
offers an internship program. In
addition to the Chicago Metro
Program, which allows a student
to spend a semester working at
any of a number of corporations
or firms in Chicago, students can
choose an internship with a
business in northwest Iowa. New
internshipopportunitiesare being
developed all the time.
Tamara Van Dyke, a finance
As part of a marketing class, students served as consultants on a marketing project for several local businesses.
and insurance manager at Van
Motors in Conrad, Montana, says
her liberal arts background is
used every day as she writes,
makes decisions, and deals with
people. She is especially ap-
preciativeof her internshipat Ver
HoefChevrolet for the 'hands on'
preparation she received for her
job. Manyof these internshipsare
available in the local area. Cur-
rently, students are taking advan-
tage of local opportunities at
American State Bank, the City of
Sioux Center, The Travel Center,
K-Products, First National Bank,
C.P.A. firms, and more.
Kristen Hommes, a 1989
graduate who works for the
Tonkin Corporation in Seattle,
describes her work and sums up
her experience at Dordt: I'm in-
volved in marketing and promo-
tion. I also assist in the financial
sideof the businessbecauseof my
knowledge of spreadsheets, ac-
counting, and finance. In fact, I
can honestly say that because of
my broad educational experience
I have been able to contribute to
every area of the company. "
All of the alumni contacted
echoed each other on one topic-
the benefit of having alumni help-
ing graduates find jobs. Some of
them had found jobs through
alumni contacts. Most of them
were willing to do what they
could for future alumni. Vande
Kamp says, "Alumni are prob-
ably the best contacts possible for
graduates looking for a job. "
Dordt's alumni pool is grow-
ing rapidly. They work in large
and small companies across the
country. The placement office is
developing a network of contacts
with these alumni, putting
graduating students in touch with
former students. Each year more
and more graduates should
benefit from these contacts. D
Internships have been a part ofDordt's
business program for several years.
Tami Graves ('89) worked at North-
western State Bank in Orange City,
Iowa, while a student. After graduating
she worked as a cash flow manager in
a bank. Today she works in personnel
at The Navigators, a Christian
Organization in Colorado Springs.
































In addition to designing sets for Dordt productions, theatre arts professor John Hofland is an accomplished storyteller and has performed for many groups.
Hofland makes scenery an actor in the play
"The scenery is an
actor in the play,"
says Hofland. How a
play is staged deter-




Professor John Hofland ('69)
acted in plays while a student at
Dordt, he majored in biology and
planned to be a researcher. But
obstacles kept popping up.
Fully intending to accept an
assistantship in the biology
department at Iowa State Univer-
sity after graduation, he received
a call from a small school in
Racine, Wisconsin, asking him to
teach language arts, science,
Bible, and art courses.
"They were trying to do some
innovative things, and I was
under no pressure to complete a
master's, so I took the job," says
Hofland, who is always looking
for a fresh approach to things.
That characteristic continues to
shape his work today as designer
in Dordt's theatre arts department
and undoubtedly prompted a re-
cent award by the American Col-
lege Theatre Festival.
With biology research still on
his mind, Hofland began taking
courses toward his master's de-
gree at the University of Minne-
sota during the summers. And
because he didn't really feel con-
fident teaching language arts, he
also took a course or two in that
area.
"I became more and more in-
terested in the arts and less and
less interested in science," he
recalls. But the work load of
teaching many different courses
finally caught up with him. When
he received an offer from Sioux
Center Christian School to teach
only language arts and art, he
moved on, virtually giving up on
going to graduate school in
biology.
Two experiences in Sioux
Center helped cement his career
in theatre. In his language arts
classes, Hofland introduced a
creative dramatics component.
Although there was some opposi-
tion at first, gradually support
carne and he thoroughly enjoyed
the class. He also organized and
directed the Centre Youth
Theatre. The troupe of young
people presented two shows each
year between 1975 and 1978.
"I eventually made the choice
between what I was doing and
what I really enjoyed doing, " he
says about his decision to enter a
Master of Fine Arts program in
the Dallas Theatre Center through
Trinity University. "Theatre of-
fers so much variety. Itquestions,
explores, and celebrates the big
issues in life."
By the time he left Dallas
ETheatre Center, Hofland was
selected designer of the year by
the school. Two years of graduate
school does not make a master ar-
tist, he is quick to point out,
however. Education is ongoing.
As a designer he continues to be
involved in the professional
world. Much of what he has
learned has come by doing and
improves with experience.
"Just last year, at a workshop,"
he says with childlike glee, "I
discovered a little pin that holds
steel pipes together." Although
such a discovery may not seem
earth shaking to the average
viewer, it can make the difference
between a set design working or
not. And for a play to work the
set must also work.
Hofland also does freelance
work. While working for the
CLIMB Theatre in Minneapolis
last year, he discovered a new
method for creating certain
characters. The assignment from
CLIMB was to create a self-
supporting, two- sided character.
The tricky part was thai it also
had to fold up and fit into a van.
Ordinarily a designer would use
polyfoam and a wire frame, says
Hofland, but such a structure
would not fold. A prototype us-
ing polyfoarn was too floppy. In
trying to solve the problem he

































"Suspended Sentence" set receives
"Meritorious Award" for set design
from American College Theatre Festival
stumbled on ethafoam, a stiffer,
more durable product that also
holds paint better, is less expen-
sive, is easier to use, and has
more 'life.'
Hofland plans to share his
discovery through theatre journal
articles, and he is already using
the technique for the hog's head
in Dordt's upcoming production
of "A Midsummer Night's
Dream." Instead of a head that is
too floppy or heavy with stuffing
or a wire frame, the actor will
wear a lightweight, hood-type
piece that fits comfortably on his
head.
"The scenery is an actor in the
play," says Hofland, who has
been strongly influenced by the
world renowned Czech designer,
Josef Svoboda. How a play is
staged determines how the story
is told. In this approach, which
has come to be known as action
design, the scenery evolves and
changes as the story evolves and
changes.
At a workshop in Banff several
summers ago, he and other
students worked out a new design
each day for Svoboda, working
under the premise that scenery is
the ground plan of the play, not
merely decoration.
The United States has a history
of realistic design, Hofland ex-
plains. While such sets may be
appealing, they easily become
mere decoration. What is needed
are simple lines, shapes, and col-
ors that suggest a particular
world, not elaborate details that
restrict the eye and imagination.
This is what he tries to capture
in his sets. The set design for
"Suspended Sentence," per-
formed last fall, is one of which
he is proud. Set in Germany dur- .
ing World War II and in the
United States after the war, the
play is the story of two young
people in pursuit of dreams they
are unable to achieve. A street in
Although "Suspended
Sentence" did not quite make
the regional competition, it
received an award for set design.
The play itself was not one of the
five finalists from the region,
but it placed a more-than-
respectable fifteenth in Region
Eight, says Dr. Verne Meyer,
director of the play. Region
Eight is made up of all colleges
and universities in Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska,
Colorado, South Dakota, North
Dakota, and Minnesota.
Over one hundred produc-
tions from these schools are sub-
mitted each year. Out of those,
five are chosen to compete at the
national level.
Meyer is proud of Dordt's ac-
complishment, ranking above
Berlin, a railway station, an in-
ternment camp, an auditorium, a
park, and an apartment are all
created by two shifting, moving,
or rotating walls.
"The monolithic walls in the set
become a menace of their own,
a world in flux," says Hofland.
They are always there but often
in a new place-like people,
changing all the time. "The
simplicity gives unity and impels
action. "
Working at Dordt allows him
to do more exploring than at
many places. The directors, Dr.
Verne Meyer and Dr. James
Koldenhoven, share his desire to
make the set an active, fresh part
of the play. As directors and
designer they have developed a
sense of respect and trust that
allows them to work together as
one. trying out new approaches
and interpretations.
Someone once asked Hofland
who gave him the ideas for his
sets. "It takes lots of reading,
looking, and talking," he says.
The first step is reading and
rereading the play. "I need to get
a sense of the 'world' of this
play." He looks for metaphors,
lines, textures, colors, rhythms
that will capture the feel oflife in
the play. He also spends time
looking at many pictures,
photographs, and paintings of the
period.
"Eventually I get to the point
.of deciding who wears the red
dress and on which side of the
door to put the hinges."
During the process Hofland
and the director are continually
analyzing and refining their ideas
for the play. For this spring's
production of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," Director
Koldenhoven and Hoflaod needed
to answer such questions as 'who
are the fuiries' and 'how do we
make them understandable and
believable for a modem au-
many large universities-includ-
ing Iowa's state universities-that
have thousands more students and
dollars to work with. "It is dif-
ficult for small schools to break
in. You almost have to be so spec-
dience'? "What we decide affects
the kind of set we have;' Hofland
says.
Once a decision is made,
Hofland sketches a general
design, pulling all the parts
together. Finally he builds a
model of the entire set before do-
ing the technical drawings.
For the last four years he has
used a MacIntosh with Mini-
CAD software to draft his
'blueprints.' "It is so much more
precise and makes changes so
much easier to do," he says. "I
used to get up for weeks at 4 a.m.
to do the lettering and detailed
work required for the technical
drawings." Now that time has
been cut substantially.
It still takes long hours to ac-
tually build a set, set the lights,
and program the sound, but the
variety keeps the work exciting.
"Art explores life. It does not
preach sermons, but helps the
viewer ask questions and look for
answers."
Hofland hopes that his stu-
dents pick up his enthusiasm and
vision for the world of art and
theatre. It can happen not only by
working closely together in
classes, on productions, and in the
workshop, but also through
internships.
"One of the reasons I try to
keep involved in professional
theatre groups is to find good op-
portunities for students to intern
for a summer or semester.
Hofland's contact with the
CLIMB Theatre in Minneapolis
has led to several internships. "It
is a wonderful place for interns to
go;' he says. "Of all the students
we have sent there I have never
seen anyone taken advantage of or
used." The students have all
benefited tremendously from the
experience. "And doing such
freelancing presses me to think
and rethink, to stay fresh in my
approach." 0
tacular that it would be impossi-
ble to tum down;' he adds.
"Suspended Sentence" was
cited for the quality of acting,
the sets, the lights, the program
design, and the choice of play.
Constructing each part of a set is nme-ceesummg and painstaking work.
Building the hog's head for "A Midsummer Night's Dream" took the com-
bined efforts of Hofland and Bruce Medema. From drawing the pattern, to
pieeing, gluing, and Iinisbing takes severaI days. Students provide much-needed
assistance and gain valuable experience.
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Around campus
Students in the agriculture program help 'process' COWS; tagging, vaccinating, implanting, and worming.
Agriculture Stewardship Center
faces substantial changes
"Over the years we









ship Center will be consolidating
its dairy and swine/cattle enter-
prises in the present-dairy facil-
ity. As part of this decision, the
board also decided to lease the
swine/cattle facility.
The change is the result of
months of discussion about the
role of the ASC in relation to the
agriculture program. "It reflects
a move away from an operation
sized for efficiency in production
to one driven by the curriculum
and the educational program of
the agriculture department, " says
Dr. Willis Alberda, dean of the
natural science division.
The new plan follows an idea
outlined in the strategic plan for
setting up centers as an educa-
tional outreach of certain depart-
ments. "It will be a 'businesslike'
enterprise, controlled by the col-
lege, allowing professors and
students in the department to
translate their academic insights
into service," Alberda continues.
To truly be an educational arm
of the program, professors and
students must be able to experi-
ment with new ways of doing
things, says Ron Vos, director of
the ASC. The present structure
makes such an approach difficult
because it was built for efficient
large-scale production. Although
profitability was not the primary
goal of the present ASC, it was
hoped to be at least revenue
neutral. This has not happened.
Providing educational oppor-
tunities in a large-scale facility
decreases production and
discourages innovation, he adds.
The Center must be able to ad-
just to new trends in agriculture.
Environmental care, animal care.
on-farm diversification, and re-
establishing the rural community
are issues of increasing impor-
tance today and must be addressed
in the agriculture program of a
Christian college, says Vos. He
believes the new arrangement
will make this more possible.
The new structure of the ASC
will mean more than moving the
whole enterprise to one location.
Some alterations will have to be
made in present facilities and a
new staffing structure will be put
in place.
But the benefits should be sub-
stantial, Alberda feels. "The risk
factor will be significantly less, the
Center will be better integrated
with the agriculture program, and
students will be allowed greater
participation in managing and
operating the ASC."
A smaller operation, with the
capability to diversify, will give
students a broader agricultural
background and allow ASC man-
agers to adjust the size and type
of operation to market trends.
Students will be able to experi-
ment with alternative cropping
methods, incorporating the prin-
ciples of sustainable farm prac-
tices into the operation of the
ASC.
"Our goal has always been to be
stewardly in our use of resources
and practices," says Vos. Decreas-
ing the size of the operation will
allow students and professors to
explore alternative ways of doing
things without putting the college
at great financial risk.
"Some people will undoubtedly
say Dordt couldn't operate the
farm and make a profit," says
Alberda. "But more to the point,
over the years we have come to a
beller understanding of how an
agriculture facility should func-




Teri Nikkel Rental housing will soon be more
available with the building of a
27-unit apartment complex east of
the Dordt campus. Construction
of a 22-unit housing complex for
senior citizens will begin soon on
the south side of town. "We need
to provide affordable housing to
those who are moving in to fill
openings in the labor force," says
Clousing. "Over the last two
years over 250 jobs were added in
our area:'
A look in the local paper shows
that jobs are plentiful here. Dordt
students have no problem finding
part-time employment in any of a
number of jobs, says associate
director. of financial aid, Mike
Epema. The job market has never
been better.
Many of Sioux Center's indus-
tries are expanding, filling Sioux
Center's 80-acre Industrial Park.
A new medical clinic has been at-
tached to the hospital, more
restaurants have come to the area,
and local parks were recently
renovated. And city officials are
discussing further improvements
in recreational facilities.
"Sioux Center has offered ade-
quate opportunity in the past but
we're always trying to improve the
quality of life here," says Clous-
ing. The current growth allows
residents and students to enjoy the
benefits of small town living and
at the same time have access to
more services. D
"J
Sioux Center is on the
grow as a town slogan says. It is
an expanding community with ex-
citing plans for the future, says
Paul Clousing, the city's director
of planning and development and
a 1972graduate of Dordt. Accord-
ing to census figures, the city
added nearly five hundred people
in the past decade.
Dordt alumni from several
years ago will notice that the
business community has grown
substantially. Two years ago the
Hy-Vee grocery store built a large
new building on the south side of
town and a Wal-Mart opened next
door. Pizza Hut opened for
business this fall, and a Fairway
supermarket will open in March.
Plans are also being made to bring
a chain motel to town.
One of the largest projects in
process is the. building of a mall
along the west side of Main
Street. The mall covers a two-
block area and should host over
twenty-five shops, including
clothing, shoe, jewelry, book,
hardware stores, and possibly a
department store and food court.
The mall should open in the sum-
mer of 1991.
Whole neighborhoods are
springing up on Highway 75, just
south of Sioux Center. Dozens of
new houses have been built in the
community in the last five years.
'-:"~~---------,..,.
Student pro-lifers join march
in Washington, D.C.
Dorthea Groenendyk
Hill, they could not see the end.
The news media focused on the
30 pro-choice demonstrators stand-
ing along the side of the crowd at
one point in the march, and later
reported the number of pro-lifers
at around 150. Regardless, the
Washington, nc. experience was
very positive for Dordt students.
The inspiring speeches at the
American Collegiates for Life
convention, the visits to the Lin-
coln Memorial and Arlington
Cemetery, and the education
freedom of speech were well
worth 26 hours on the bus.
Students returned to Dordt ex-
cited and renewed in their com-
mitrnentto stop the cruel murders
of 4,000 unborn babies in the


































































NO! Roe versus Wade has got to
GO!" Seventeen Dordt students
and faculty advisor Ron Rynders
joined in the chant as they walked
down a six-lane Washington, D.C.
street with 80,000 to 100,000 other
pro-lifers.
While numbers at the annual
pro-life march on the 18th an-
niversary of Roe versus Wade
were down because of the war, the
march was still incredible. From
the students' position near the
middle of the long mass of peo-
ple, they tried to see either the end
or the beginning of the crowd.


































































Each May nearly forty
Elderhostelers come to Dordl's
campus as part of the international
Elderhostel program. Although
they come as students, they are a
striking contrast to those who left
only a week earlier.
Dr. James C. Schaap noticed
one difference quickly. After the
third day of classes one woman
told him that he owed them a half
hour of class time. Schaap, out of
habit from the college schedule,
had dismissed his Elderhostel
class each day at ten minutes to
twelve instead of twelve o'clock,
unwittingly depriving them of ten
minutes of class time each day.
Elderhostel is an educational
program for older adults who want
to expand their horizons and de-
velop new interests, according to
the program catalog. Participants
travel to one of over a thousand
educational institutions around
the world, living on campus and
taking courses for one week.
Courses in liberal arts and
sciences are designed by in-
dividual institutions and offer an
amazing variety of topics-from
wildlife to computers, from local
Sports
history to current political issues.
In addition, a variety of extracur-
ricular events are usually
available to participants.
Rebecca Niemeyer, the COOT-
dinator for Dordt's program, en-
joys meeting Elderhostelers, who
often come from many different
places. It's a busy week, never
lacking in excitement or conver-
sation. The people are open,
sociable, and positive. The part
of the day that Rebecca enjoys
most is the morning walk at six
each day; there is never a lack of
conversation. Hostelers seem to
enjoy every part of the week.
For the past three years Dordt
professors Dr. James C. Schaap,
Dr. Mike Vanden Bosch, and
John Hofland have taught the
courses. Schaap examines stories
and poems written by Dutch
American writers; Hofland
teaches storytelling techniques;
and Vanden Bosch helps par-
ticipants recall stories from their
youth and organize their life
story .
The courses and the week have
been given rave reviews. On a
concluding questionnaire one per-
son wrote, "I never, never, never
rate with all 5s, but in this case
I have to make an exception."
Another wrote, "No experience
is perfect, but this one came
close ...
Many of the participants are
regular Elderhostelers; some
have been to twelve or more pro-
grams. One person wrote,
"Elderhostel people are still so
intellectually curious, young at
heart people. It is just plain fun
to go."
"This was my first contact with
'Reformed Churches' and the
religious beliefs of the Dutch peo-
pie," one person said. "I'm leav-
ing with great admiration for your
devotion and very much respect
for your people. I envy your
serenity and your joy in living."
Elderhostel is open to anyone
60 years of age or older. A com-
panion 50 years or older may ac-
company a participant of at least
60 years. For a catalog giving in-
formation about Dordl's program




Time-keeper for Dordt games retires after 30 years
Jean Zondervan
Martin Sneller boasts a
plaque from the state honoring
him for almost forty' years of
drivers' education instruction,
longer than anyone else in Iowa.
Yet he is equally proud of his
gold-and-black jacket with a
DORDT COLLEGE BASKET-
BALL insignia, a gift for running
the time clock at Dordt basketball
games for over 30 years.
Indeed, Martin Sneller may
know more than anyone about
Dordt basketball from its incep-
tion. He was teaching science
classes, along with drivers'
education, at Sioux Center High
School when Dordt, then a junior
college, decided to start a basket-
ball program.
"Frank Calsbeek was the coach
back then, and he was my next
door neighbor," says Sneller. "He
knew I ran the time clock for the
high school games, so he asked
me to help them out,"
Dordt played the first game in
the Community Center. "I
remember that first game. They
played the University of South
Dakota JV team," says Sneller.
"Dordt's team was scrappy. For
just starting out, they did pretty
good."
At the outset of Dordt basket-
ball, the college's enrollment was
significantly less, as were the
crowds at the games. Building a
gym on campus to host games
boosted the program.
"It didn't matter how big the
crowds were at the games, Dordt
fans have always been lou(l and
enthusiastic," says Sneller, "But
I wouldn't call them unruly."
Sneller say' that the game
hasn't changed significantly dur-
ing the last three decades. "Ex-
cept fur a few minor rule changes,
like the three point shot, basket-
ball has pretty much stayed the
same. If anything, the pace of the
game has picked up."
Over the years, Sneller has had
the opportunity to watch the
creme-de-le-creme of Dordt Col-
lege basketball athletes. "The two
players that stick out in my mind
as really exceptional are Gene
Hospers and Greg Van Soelen.
They were a couple of really good
ball players."
Running the time clock wasn't
always the most enjoyable way to
watch a basketball game. In fuct,
says Sneller, there was often a lot
of pressure. "You always have a
thousand timers behind you at a
game who think they know better
than you."
"It could really get hot if the
score was close in the last couple
of minutes of a Northwestern or
Briar Cliff game. Those were
always the big games."
Sneller now wears his black-
Sports Update
and-gold Dordt basketball jacket
to the games-as a spectator.
"I enjoyed the association with
the players and the coaches
and officials while I ran the clock.
That was really nice," says
Sneller, yet adds smiling, "but
it's probably a little more fun to
watch the games as just another
fan." D
The women's basketball
team is concluding the season
with a winning recor(l. The
freshman-dominated team stands
second place in the conference
and team members anticipate
favorable results in district play,
which begins February 23. Coach
Len Rhoda says defense has been
a strong point this year. "It's just
been an excellent season for us-
could be the best year we've had
in women's basketball here at
Dordt,' he says.
It has been a challenging season
for the men's basketball team, a
team made up of all freshmen and
sophomores. Players' injuries and
ineligibility have also caused dif-
ficulties. "We've had some very
tough competition, but the guys
have worked hard and improved,'
says Coach Rick Vander Berg.
The team presently holds eighth
place out of fourteen in the
district.
Dordl's hockey team is the
largest ever this year, with nearly
twenty members. This is also the
first season the team has belonged
to the NCAA Division II league,
an opportunity equal to "a breath
of fresh air," says senior caption
Jeff Burgsma. The team stands
neck and neck with Carlton Col-
lege for third place in the con-
ference. Team members hope to
snag the third place title when
they begin play-offs in Des
Moines in March. D
Martin Sneller
"It's just been an
excellent season for
us-could be the best
year we've had in
women's basketball
here at Dordt.? ,
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Faculty news
Dr. Mike Vanden Bosch, pro-
fessor of English, lectured on
February 19 at the Perry, Iowa,
public library as part of the
"Time Slices Library Reading
Series" sponsored by the Iowa
Humanities Board. He spoke
on Hamlin Garland's Boy Life
On The Prairie, a book about
life on the farm in Iowa and
South Dakota in the late 19th
century .
Dr. Mike Vanden Bosch
Dr. John Van Dyk, education
professor and Director of the
Center for Educational Services,
has conducted workshops in
British Columbia, Sioux Falls,
and Edgerton. In January he con-
sulted with staff members in the
Christian high schools in
Hamilton and St. Catharines, On-
tario. On February 2 he led a CSI
District VI Principals' Club
Seminar on instructional
leadership.
made, but the mathematics is in-
herent in, and ultimately derived
from, creation."
Dr. Pamela Veltkamp, pro-
fessor of chemistry, submitted the
final copy of her Ph.D. disserta-
tion titled "Chemical Charac-
terization and Principal Com-
ponents Analysis of Atmospheric
Aerosol Particles" to the Univer-
sity of Colorado Graduate School
on December 31, 1990, where it
was approved.
Agriculture Professor Ron Vos
presented on-farm research
results at the annual Practical
Farmers of Iowa membership
meeting in Ames, December
12-13, 1990. The research
studied ridgetill corn with and
without herbicides, reduced
nitrogen fertilizer, and deep
tillage. The meeting was attended
by 300 people, including
members of the press.
Vonda De Stigler, instructor
of physical education, attended
the National Softball Coaches
Clinic in Chicago, Illinois,
January 11-12. Speakers included
coaches from seven-time NCAA
National Champions UCLA,
twelve-time ASA All-American
pitcher Kathy Arendson, and
1990 Big Ten Coach of the Year
Sharon Drysdale.
Dr. Delmar Vander Zee, pro-
fessor of biology, attended a
workshop sponsored by the
American Society of Plant
Physiologists at the University of
~sconsin-Madison, November
30, 1990. Featured was the new
experimental/educational system
being developed using plants with
a rapid life cycle, called Wiscon-
sin Fast Plants. This system will
be useful not only in college but
also in elementary and secondary
science classes.
The professional involvements
of Dordt faculty members outside
of the classroom reveal Dordt's
commitment to provide educa-
tionalleadership in the Christian
community as well as among its
own students. By sharing these
activities, we hope to provide
fellow Christians with further
resources, ideas. and encourage-
ment as they work to be of service
in Christ's kingdom.
Arnold Veldkamp, professor
of mathematics, had a letter
published in the November 1990
Mathematics Teacher, which
refuted an earlier claim printed in
the magazine that' 'mathematics
is a world created by the mind of
man. " Veldkamp states,
"mathematics is only discovered
by man in God's great creation.
The symbolism may be man
Dr. Pam Veltkamp
Staff Openings for 1991-92
Pan Time Admissions Counselors - one to live and work in California, the
other, in Washington.
Responsibilities include visiting high schools and making personal
contacts with prospective students and their parents. One-fourth to
one-half time commitment and some travel required.
Development Officer
Responsibility includes making personal contacts with prospective
donors for pledges and gifts for major campaigns and other special
fund raising programs.
Inquiries and letters of application should be sent to:
Lyle A. Gritters
VP for College Advancement
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
Professor of Theatre Arts John
Hofland recently lead a
workshop on storytelling at
Granville-Spalding High School.
Two of Hofland's character
costumes were re-used in a sec-
ond production of Terry's Most
Magical Video Voyage opened by
CLIMB Theatre in St. Paul,
Minnesota. Brian Dykhuizen,
Dordt alumnus, was technical
assistant.
Dr. Calvin Jongsma's review
of Joan Richards' Mathematical
Visions: The Pursuit of Geometry
in Victorian England, appeared in
the September 1990 issue of ISIS.
Dr. Verne Meyer and the cast
of last fall's production of
Suspended Sentence were one of
fifteen finalists in this year's
American College Theatre
Festival. Juried participants in-
cluded over 100 university and
college graduates from eight
states.
Agriculture Professor Dr.
John Olthoff, along with G.H.
Crow and G.W. Rahnefeld,
published an article, "Changes in
Beef Cattle Performance after
Ten Years of Yearling Weight
Selection," in the Canadian
Journal of Animal Science.
Dr. Joan Ringerwole, pro-
fessor of music, is serving on the
program committee for the
American Guild of Organists
Region VI convention to be held
in June. She has also been invited
to perform a vesper recital at St.
Thomas Episcopal Church in
New York City on May 19.
Dr. James Schaap's story, "A
Prayer for the Dead," was
published in the December 1990
issue of the Reformed Journal.
Hubert Krygsman adds Canadian
perspective to history department
professors have gone to the op-
posite extreme and say everything
is relative; the answer you get
depends upon how you organize
your data."
Neither approach is helpful for
Krygsman. Studying history is to
study human activity and events
in relation to the sovereign
creator, God, he says.
This semester Krygsman will
teach courses in Medieval and
American Intellectual History, as
well as a course in historiography.
Coming from Canada, he feels he
brings a slightly different perspec-
tive, especially to American
history. "The Canadian intellec-
tual heritage is more oriented to
Europe," he says. This
background allows him some
distance from American culture.
He also brings an immigrant
perspective. Although Krygsman
was born in Canada, his parents
inunigrated to Canada in the early
1950s, part of a wave of Dutch
Reformed people. "We were not
'Canadian' we were Dutch
Reformed Kuyperians." That
background is part of his motiva-
tion for keeping alive a full
Reformed vision, not only of
history, but of all of life. 0
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Hubert Krygsman says
history is' interesting because it
helps people fit so many things
together. "Studying history al-
lowed me to learn a little about
philosophy, theology, and art," he
says, adding that it gives a broad
background for understanding the
world in which we live.
Krygsman joined the Dordt
faculty in January as the third pro-
fessor in the history department.
A graduate of The King's College
in Edmonton, Alberta, and the
University of Calgary, Krygsman
is completing his Ph.D. on
"Canadian Protestants in a
Secular World" at Carleton
University in Ottawa, Canada.
"My goal has been to teach at
a Christian college," he says.
"Although I know that it is impor-
tant for Christians to teach at sec-
ular universities, too, it is much
more difficult to integrate your
faith and your teaching in that set-
ting."
Although many people
remember history as a long series
of people, dates, and events, few
historians today advocate rote
memorization of facts as the way








































freshman from Edmonton, Al-
berta, gives credit to her high
school guidance counselor for
directing her to Oordt College.
Joylene had hopes of attending
Dordt, but feared the cost would
make it impossible.
"I nearly didn't come to Oordt
because spending that much
money is a scary thing," she
says. "But my counselor kept
telling me I'd never regret it, and
I haven't so far."
Joylene, like many Canadian
students, chose to attend Dordt in
spite of the costs of going to the
United States. However, these
students are often surprised by the
Joylene Guillaume
Endowment
are happy about their financial aid
Grace Greidanus
amount of financial aid they are
awarded. Many receive student
loans from the Canadian govern-
ment as well as help from the col-
lege. All Canadian students
receive an exchange grant and ad-
ditional funds for traveling ex-
penses. "Dordt gives scholar-
ships and grants quicker than any
of the universities I checked in-
to," adds Joylene.
Freshman Grace Greidanus
was convinced Dordt was the
right choice when she received
her financial aid package. "I was
planning to attend the University
of Calgary until I saw the scholar-
ships Oordt was giving," she
says.
Walter Van Laren, a junior
from Sebringville, Ontario, says
that Dordt is no more expensive
for him to attend than Canadian
schools. He chose to go to Oordt
because it is a Christian college
and because Oordt was a popular
choice among those in his
graduating class. "I have to work
hard in the summer, but then I'm
also motivated to make my grades
be there during the school year, "
he says.
Dordt is also home to married
students Ralph and Veronica De
Vries from Blyth, Ontario. Ralph
.believes being married has had no
negative effects on their financial
aid opportunities. He and
Veronica appreciate the extra in-
come they receive through their
Scholarships
work-study jobs. "Education is
hard to put a monetary value on.
lt's not always easy financially,
but it will be worth it in the long
run," he says. 0
Walter Van Laren
, 'I was planning to
attend the University






Christine Kra~er is the
recipient of this year's Ringer-
wole Piano Scholarship. The
scholarship is awarded to a
student who demonstrates a
high level of competence and
potential as a future profes-
sional pianist. "It's a prestigious
award; there are many applicants
and only one scholarship is
granted," says Barb Schaap,
coordinator of scholarships and
student grants.
Christine graduated from
Southwest Christian in Edgerton,
Minnesota, and is presently a
freshman music major at
Oordt. 0 Christine Kramer
Sally Jongsma
Wherever you turn in
educational circles or publications
today, you hear the word endow-
ment. Some institutions are trying
to increase their endowment;
others, at the bottom of the charts,
are setting their endowment as a
top fund-raising priority.
Why is an endowment so im-
portant for educational institu-
tions? "To maintain financial
stability in an increasingly com-
petitive environment," says vice
president for business affairs Ber-
nard De Wit. Costs are increas-
ing, pools of students fluctuate,
and government funding is
decreasing. Institutions like
Dordt, which depend heavily on
tuition to balance the operating
budget, benefit greatly from an
endowment fund.
Building an endowment fund
gives more than peace of mind,
says De Wit. Interest from the
fund helps supplement the current
operating fund. At present
Dordt's endowment generates 1.2
percent of its operating income.
The higher that figure gets, the
smaller the percentage that must
be covered by tuition.
A substantial endowment also
makes it easier for an institution
to borrow money. Although
capital projects are funded
through money from fund-raising
campaigns, it takes years to fin-
ally collect all contributions and
pledges. In the interim, the col-
lege must borrow the money to
pay the contractors. Securities
from the endowment fund can
serve as collateral for these loans.
If securities are not available. the
college must obtain a letter of
credit from a bank, which is
costly and adds to the total cost
of the project.
An endowment also speaks
loudly to accrediting institutions
about the stability of an
institution.
Dordt's endowment presently
stands at $4.2 million or $4,255
per student. Although low
compared to older and larger in-
stitutions. it compares favorably
with colleges of our size and age.
The goal, says Verlyn De Wit,
director of development, is to
have an endowment twice the size
of the operating budget. The na-
tional average endowment for
private institutions is $7500 per
student.
One million dollars of Dordt' s
endowment fund has come from
35 years of Special Subscriber
contributions. "Basically this
million dollars grew from
$25 contributions from people
across North America," says
Oe Wit.
But the fund grows in other
ways as well. All bequests that
come to the college, unless
designated otherwise, go to en-
dowment. Many are unexpected
gifts, not planned for the regular
budget. "A few years ago we
received $60,000 from the estate
of a woman who lived near two
Dordt students who made a real
impression on her, " says De Wit.
In another case, a couple with no
children, who had housed two
Dordt students on SWIM (Sum-
mer Workshop in Missions), left
their estate to Oordt.
"People's ideas about giving
through wills has changed," he
continues. Several years ago
people didn't talk about it.
"Now they realize that for
institutions like Dordt to have
a strong future they need large
gifts. Most people can only
give so much during their life.
but they see their will as a way
to make a substantial contribu-
tion ."
Trusts also make up part of the
endowment. A number of trusts
set up in the late '70s and early
'SOs are beginning to mature,
producing income for the college.
Several of these trusts have been
set up specifically to fund
scholarships from the interest
generated.
"Trusts can provide substan-
tial tax benefits," says De Wit.
They provide an income for
the donor during his lifetime,
provide income for the children,
and support institutions like
Oordt while giving legitimate
tax breaks for charitable contribu-
tions. As a service to the con-
tributor, Oordt also acts as trustee
of the fund.
"People are beginning to see
what institutions are able to do
with these gifts and want to help.
"They also want to leave a
witness to their children."
Endowments are crucial to
keep up with rising costs. "Tui-
tion and regular gift support are
difficult to substantially in-
crease," says De Wit. A larger
endowment will help offset some










Social work volunteers get a
taste of the future
, 'Give a little,
grow a lot."
Lavonne Bolkema
Service is in the blood of
senior Angela Zwart and junior
Leanne Meadows. Rare are the
moments in their schedules not
marked for helping others or
preparing them to do so in the
future.
Both Angela and Leanne carry
a full study load as social work
majors and serve as co-directors
of the Community Outreach Pro-
gram (COP) at Dordt College.
This is Angela's second year as
co-director of COP. She also
works part -time for Hope Haven
and is secretary -treasurer for the
Northwest Iowa Social Workers.
"I've always wanted to get into
social work," says Angela, "but
I knew the field was very broad."
As a COP director she is busy
with several levels of the work,
even before finishing her
bachelor's degree.
Leanne is in her first year as co-
director. "1wanted to be involved,
to sort out my interests and the
opportunities of my major,"
Leanne explains.
"Give a little, grow a lot!" is
the message of the COP logo. Its




of self-giving. It's not




holding hands indicates the
group's purpose of reaching out to
others to share themselves in ser-
vice. The program encourages
Dordt students to use their gifts
in volunteer work. This year's
regiment is 70 strong, serving 17




Headstart, Area Four Education
Agency, the Domestic Violence
Aid Center, the Pals program, and
many other services benefit from
COP. Almost any interest can be
put to use: befriending a child,
chatting with a senior citizen,
serving snacks to preschoolers,
helping a person read, holding the
hand of someone terminally ill,
typing, filing, answering phones,
12
singing, leading Bible studies,
coaching sports. Each opportunity
needs a person, and each takes a
little time.
"We rely very much on the
volunteers," says Sherrie
RohweIler, who works with child
abuse prevention at the
Alcoholism Drug Abuse Center
in Hull. Students aid in discussion
groups through a program spon-
sored by the Sioux County
REACH team (Resources and
Education for Adults and
Children in need of Help). "In
learning situations they catch on
quickly. They are responsible and
helpful. When they take vaca-
tions, our groups are short-
handed and we miss them."
"We appreciate college students
tremendously!" says Rose De-
Jager, Health Center Residence Di-
rector for the Sioux Center Com-
munity Hospital. For about 10
years now, she says, students have
provided an aspect that the elderly
residents rarely see-a young per-
son's view oflife. Volunteers have
enriched countless lives, she adds,
through art lessons, baking, serv-
ing snacks, or just being a friend.
"Residents remain more vital this
way. They feel so special because
these students have taken time out
of their busy schedules to visit
one-on-one with them, to
establish close relationships."
COP students donate from one
to three hours each week to the
cause they choose. Their pledge
can be for one semester or for a
full school year, and they may
change agencies at semester
break.
One of Angela's first volunteer
experiences, while she was a stu-
dent at Unity Christian High
School, was in the Orange City,
Iowa, hospital. As a teen she also
ttaveled to Cary, Mississippi, with
a ministry team called SWIM
(Summer Workshop In Ministty).
In early 1989 she and her hus-
band, Steven, were part of a col-
lege work group who spent their
semester break in the Dominican
Republic. And later that year the
two led a SWIM team in
Davenport.
As a college student, Angela's
COP responsibilities started with
visiting residents in Sioux
Center's Franken Manor. She
took on the duties of a coordinator
soon after and accepted the posi-
tion as co-director in her junior
year, 1989-1990. She holds a
sideline job, too. As an apartment
trainer for Hope Haven, she
teaches social and living skills to
disabled people in Sioux Center.
While a student at Des Moines
Christian High School, Leanne
volunteered with Bethany Chris- --
tian Services, a non-profit social
service agency that offers
pregnancy counseling, adoption,
and foster care. She was secretary
to her church youth group for four
years; one volunteer project for
them was refurbishing low-cost
housing in Des Moines through
Habitat for Humanity.
As a college student, Leanne's
COP responsibilities started with
volunteering at the Domestic
Violence Aid Center in Sioux
Center. She took on the duties of
a coordinator soon after, and ac-
cepted the position as co-director
last full. She continues to help at
the Domestic Violence Aid
Center in Hull.
The COP directorship is nearly
a career position in itself. As co-
directors, Angela and Leanne
oversee six coordinators. Each
coordinator is assigned to several
outreach opportunities and the
respective student volunteers for
each. Directors and coordinators
work together on posters, flyers,
Angela Zwart
and other means of recruiting
volunteers. They line up agency
visits and help students choose a
responsibility. Throughout the
year, they check on the progress
of each service and keep in touch
with volunteers by means of con-
tact "logs" -diary summaries.
"Yes, we've had some cases of
broken promises," they admit.
"Some students just stop visiting
a person or site. But the check-
point system exists to prevent this.
We ask volunteers to sign con-
tracts of commitment; we brief
them about responsibility; and we
conduct an orientation session fur
them. If they stop turning in their
contact logs, the coordinators
know something's wrong. Then
we work together to help them
fulfill their service."
The students' work is also
supervised by professionals. Mark
Christians, director of personal
counseling, meets regularly with
the directors and the coordinators.
Each participating agency also
provides a supervisor who
monitors the volunteers' work by
means of logs.
The program reflects and in-
fluences an attitude of self-giving.
"It's not so much us making the
impact, though," says Angela.
"It's God's strength. This is ser-
vice to Him." She points out that
many who get involved in COP
are influenced toward a particular
social work career, while others
may not want the vocation but
continue to enjoy volunteering.
"I am glad Dordt offers an ac-
credited program in social work,"
Angela says. "Christian education
has given me direction and helped
me shape and stand firm in my
beliefs as I'm helping others."
Angela plans to complete her
master's degree and continue
"hands-on" work, rather than aim
for an administrative career.
"I have a lot to learn yet,"
Leanne says, noting that she plans
to complete her master's degree.
"But we're always learning-in
every work situation as well." She
says the schedule can be intense,
working around her studies, but
she juggles time well. "I find it
a privilege to work with people,"
Leanne says. She especially en-
joys working with children,
"preventing a little bit of hurt"

























































R & R in August
Summer reunion program expands
Jim De Young
"8ioux Center, Iowa-
summer vacation destination for
hundreds from throughout North
America,"
Sound like a chamber of com-
merce pipe-dream?
Well, "hundreds" may be
stretching the truth a bit, but
Sioux Center-more specifically,
Dordt College-has been a vaca-
tion spot for a few hundred peo-
ple in the last five years. And
plans are in the works to increase
the annual migrations.
In 1985 Dordt initiated its sum-
mer reunion program, attracting
34 alumni families from the
classes of 1975 and 1960. By 1987
the program had grown to include
four classes- '62, '67, '72, and
'n-and by 1989 the numbers of
alumni families attending had
topped 100.
Now, after five years of suc-
cessful reunions, the invitation to
come back to Dordt's campus in
August is being extended to all
Dordt alumni. Given the name "R
& R (Retreat and Reunion) in
August," the weekend will include
special events and recognition of
anniversary reunion classes, the
classes of '81, '76, '71, and '66.
But non-reunion alumni will also
find a wide range of activities to
enjoy.
"R & R in August" is still in
the planning stages and some
parts of the weekend need to be
firmed up or fleshed out, but the
days of August 9 through 11 are
guaranteed to provide something
for everyone, both alumni and
their children.
On the drawing board at this
time are ...
• Recreation, both organized
and informal. Organized events
will include a golf tournament
and a volleyball tournament.
The indoor swimming pool,
tennis courts, racquetball court,
gym, and other facilities will be
available for individual
recreation.
vised by members of the Ad-
missions Office staff, high
schoolers will enjoy the many
attractions of the "Iowa Great
Lakes,"
among the many, varied offerings.
Some alumni may come primar-
ily for the learning opportunities
of the conference. Others may be
most interested in re-establishing
ties with classmates. Still others
may look forward to a competitive
round of golf with fellow alumni.
The truly energetic may want to
be involved in everything. Others
may want to take in only the ban-
quet or another single event.
"R & R in August" is an at-
tempt to respond to the often-
stated request for a more accessi-
ble homecoming celebration.
Homecoming, which is held in
February every year, is attended
primarily by local alumni, since
alumni from a greater distance
face the obstacles of winter travel
and family schedules. A summer-
time event for all alumni will, we
hope, be an attractive alternative
to Homecoming, both for local
alumni and those from farther
away.
We envision a day when this
summer homecoming event
realizes the chamber of com-
merce dream, "Sioux Center-
vacation destination for hun-
dreds:' Alumni and their families
will fill this campus-the apart-
ments and residence halls, the
classroom buildings, the recrea-
tion areas, the Commons and the-
SUB-and Dordt will become, for
three days each August, an
alumni community, consorting
from near and far to find with
friends a Christian joy in
camaraderie. D
, 'The days of






• Faculty-led mini-courses and
workshops. With plans calling
for a series of sessions on Fri-
day and Saturday, this compo-
nent will be somewhat expanded
from previous years. This
year's offerings may be less
comprehensive than in years to
come, but we hope to lay the
groundwork for a full-blown
alwnni family conference, to be
in place within a few years.
• Good meals, culminating in a
banquet and yet-to-be arranged
entertainment on Saturday
night.
• A day at Lake Okoboji for
high school students. Super-
• Recreation, crafts, movies,
and more for kids from three
years old through junior high.
Childcare for babies and
toddlers.





• Many opportunities to talk
with old friends and make new
ones.
The weekend is being designed
so that alumni will have the
freedom to pick and choose from
13
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each year since the
first formal show
in 1981."
Thomas Rogers, backed up by Wend)'
Proper, Lisa Van Denend, and Kristina
Bakker, won "Most Original Act" at
this year's Talent Extravaganza.
Photo by Andy Fossum.
social acnvines committee, a
branch of the student activities
committee, coordinates the event.
Students are in charge of choos-
ing student emcees, preparing the
program, setting, up the chapel,
and advertising.
"It takes some work, but
everyone involved is very willing
to cooperate, " says AI Brummel,
a committee member and student
forum representative.
The group must also choose
judges: two faculty members, an
alumnus, and two students.
Judges, in tum, award first, sec-
ond, and third place winners from
a pool of fifteen to twenty acts.
Winners receive small cash prizes
and thunderous applause.
Steve Zwart, a fifth year
senior, has enjoyed talent night
throughout his college career.
"There's a lot of talent at Dordt.
It's fun and often humorous
to watch the creativity fly," he
says.
Students and faculty wanting to
participate in the show are invited
to fill out applications weeks
before homecoming. Entries are
reviewed at try-outs, after which
the final acts are chosen. The ac-
tual talent show is also video
taped to allow the committee to
critique the evening's activities
and work to make improvements
from year to year.
"We like to see student crea-
tivity positively reflect the charac-
ter of the college, " says Kroeze.
Following the Talent Ex-
travaganza, the crowd of
students, parents, faculty, and
alumni conclude the homecoming
activities by attending the ice
cream social in the Dordt Com-
mons. Senior Marcia Wallinga is
one of many who hope to return .
for future homecoming activities.
"A good mixture of people attend
and everyone seems comfortable
together. There's a real sense of
community," she says. D
Ten Nikkel
The Eleventh Annual
Dordt College Talent Ex-
travaganza packed a full house in
the chapel on the evening of
February 16. The homecoming
talent show has become a well-
received tradition each year since
the first formal show in 1981.
"It began as an informal
gathering and continued to grow
in popularity," says Dr. Nicholas
Kroeze, vice president for student
affairs.
The Extravaganza is a highlight
of the homecoming activities and
takes hours of planning. The
Homecoming visitors reflect on their college years
of his day to the Dordt of today.
He also has a long history with
Dordt. Bud and his wife, Estella,
('60) attended Dordt in the col-
lege's first years. He has kept in
close contact with the college
through many family members
who have attended Dordt and by
serving on the board for II years.
Bud remembers paying 140 dol-
lars tuition per semester. "And
Dordt professors must not be as
smart now as they were then," he
says with a smile. "The college
only needed four professors back
then."
Roger Vis ('66), Bud's younger
brother, and his wife, Carol, also
comment on how rapidly Dordt
has grown. Roger remembers
enrollment being under 200
students, and that number con-
sistently increased by 100 students
per year for several years. "Presi-
dent BJ. Haan knew each student
by name in those days," he says.
He tells of the year he was to live
in West Hall, and students had to
sleep in the hallways for awhile
until it was completed.
Kenton and Melanie Witt, '87
graduates from Orange City, say
the friendships they made at
Dordt affected their lives. Melanie
was very involved on the resident
life staff, but Dordt is also where
she met Kenton. He agrees that
his relationship with Melanie was
definitely a highlight of his college
days; he was also impressed with
"Koekkoek's memory." Melanie
teaches at Orange City Christian
andKenton does nutritionwork at
the Farmer's Co-op.
Jim Vanden Heuvel, an '88
grad, met his wife Ruth in the
Dordt library. However, he says,
he spent more time socializing
and playing pranks than studying
in the library. On a Sunday night
during the World Series he and a
friend shut off the power in North
Hall, interrupting the game for a
number of disgruntled freshmen
guys. "They should have been go-
ing to church, not watching a ball
game," he jokes. He decided it
wasn't the best way of dealing
with the situation after he re-
ceived a hefty fine.
Darren and Darla Van't Hul
agree that the carefree lifestyle
of college is what they miss
the most. Darla admits one
of her biggest college concerns
was dating. "I was fascinated by
the free range of men . . . and
my parents were happy there
were so many from the CRC!"
she says.
Joyce Maas, a class of '74
education major, says that Dordt
College was a blessing to her in
a number of ways. "I became my
own person at Dordt," she says.
"I matured, learned how to make
decisions and take on respon-
sibility, made some of my closest
friends, and received an
education-all that in a Christian
setting. " D
Teri Nikkel
Dordt's student body and
alumni gathered on campus for
homecoming activities, February
16. Students and visitors enjoyed
an afternoon of basketball, in-
cluding a slam dunk contest.
Enthusiasm soared as the evening
Thlent Extravaganza, a home-
coming tradition, featured a vari-
ety of musical and humorous acts
performed by students and
professors.
While students share the excite-
ment of homecoming, it has
special meaning for alumni who
come from miles around to return
to their old stomping grounds. An
informal dinner and the ice cream
social at day's end provide an
opportunity for Dordt graduates
to congregate and reminisce about
their own college days.
Allen "Bud" Vis ('60) from
Edgerton, Minnesota, recognizes
many changes between the college




















































































Kristi (Kanago, '76) Frey was
recently selected by the Des Moines
Register as one of Iowa's "Up-and-
Comers. " She is senior vice president
of First Federal Savings and Loan of
Stann Lake, serves on the board of
the Iowa Student Loan Liquidity Cor-
poration, and is co-chairwoman of the
Buena Vista County Republican
Party.
John and Sheryl (Miedema)
Slegers ('78.'79) live in OrangeCity,
Iowa, with their children Anna,
Sarah, Joseph, and James.
Martin and Christal (Hubers)
Geldenoan ('79,'77) live in Mats-
qui, B.C. with their son Grant. Mar-
tin teaches social studies at Ab-
botsford Christian Secondary and
Christal is a homemaker.
Doyle and Grace (Bestebroer)
Smiens ('79,'79) and their two
children, Kyle and Krystal, have
moved to Houston, B.C. Canada,
where Doyle is the principal of
Houston Christian School and Grace
is teaching kindergarten.
Colin and Darla Feikema ('79)
live in Edgerton, Minnesota, with
their children Phillip and Rita.
Brian and Amy Nyland ('79) live
with their son in Escondido, Califor-
nia. Brian is General Manager of
EsconMfg. in San Marcos, and Amy
is a homemaker.
Wisner and Linda (Miedema, '80)
Buckbee live in Warwick, New
York, with their daughters Hannah,
Charity, Brigitte, and Gwynneth.
Bruce and Diane (Beltman)
Grotenhuis (ex'81,ex'80) live with
their children Courtney and Collin in
Urbandale, Iowa. Diane is a
homemaker and secretary for the Des
Moines CRC. Bruce is a Senior Pro-
grammer/ Analyst at Heritage
Communications.
Bill Nieuwenhuis ('81) recently
received his Masters of Religious
Education from Canadian
Theological Seminary and will
become Director of Church Educa-
tion at First Christian Reformed
church in Red Deer, Alberta.
Beth Van Essen ('81) receivedher
Masters Degree in Special Education
from CaliforniaStateUniversity. She
presently teaches music and special
education at Redlands Christian
School.
Lee and Donna Van Grouw ('81)
live in Boyden, Iowa, with their
MARRIAGES
James Kamerman and Judith
Zonnefeld ('78), 7/21190.
Larry Dulmes and Mary
Felten ('79), 9/22/90.
Scott Wilson and Lisa Sheeley
('82), 10/6/90.
Carl Czirr and Brenda
Bootsma ('85), 7/21190.
Kevin Van Engelenhoven and
Pamela Pater ('85), 8/25/90.
Harlan Hultink and Nelva Pen-
nings ('85), 4/7/90.
Dave Westra (' 85) and Lisa
Whittington, 9/8/90.
Erik Jansen and Rose Vanden
Hazel ('86), 10/6/90.
Steve Van't Hul and Kim
Kooistra ('87), 8/17/90.
Chad Zevenbergen ('88) and
Jannalyn Braaksma, 6/14/90.
Bruce Evink ('89) and Donna
Goll, 6/2/90.
Dave Danielson and Kim Van
Ginkel ('90), 8/17/90.
children Curtis, Ashley, Jenessa, and
Joshua.
Arlyn and Cindy (Swart) Slagter
('81,ex'79) are living with their two
daughters Carlyn and Kaitlyn in
Omaha, Nebraska. Arlyn is a special
agent with the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation (FB!), and Cindy is a full-
time homemaker.
Mary Roozeboom (ex'81) has
taken a position as associate
photographer with Dale Photo-
graphics in Pella, Iowa.
Rick and Roxanne (Gritters)
Terpstra ('82,'83) live in Pella,
Iowa. They have two children,
Allison and Erik.
Jim and Shari (Ebels) Kemink
(ex'82, '83) and their daughter, Han-
nah, live in Watertown, Wisconsin.
Jim is District Manager for Northrup
King Co., and Shari is a homemaker.
Scott and Lisa (Sheeley,' 82)
Wilson live in Des Moines, Iowa,
where Scott is practicing internal
medicine and Lisa is a part-time
school social worker.
Stanton and Linda (Smit) Visser
('83,ex'80) live with their children
Joshua, Eric, Marie, and Ryan in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Rudy and Shirley (Byker)
Folkerts ('84, '83) live in Tustin,
Michigan, with their son, Wade.
Rudy teachesgrades K-12 art and 6-8
physical education, and Shirley
teaches grades 7-12 business educa-
tion at Northern Michigan Christian
School in McBain, Michigan.
Zachary and Sandra (Hop)
Anderson ('84,'86) live in Wyom-
ing, Michigan, with their son, Isaac.
Zachary is minister at Ideal Park
CRC, and Sandra is a homemaker
and volunteers at a local high school.
Steven and Jana (Vugteveen,
ex '84) Cleveringa live in Sioux City,
Iowa, with their son Tyson. Steve is
an agent with The Prudential and Jana
works part-time as insurance clerk in
a medical clinic in Sioux City.
John and Margaret
(Miuderhoud) Vermeer ('85,'85)
live in Cawker City, Kansas, with
their sons Andrew and Timothy. John
is pastor of Dispatch CRC, and
Margaret is a homemaker.
Harlan and Nelva (Pennings,'85)
Hultink live on a dairy farm near
Newkirk, Iowa. Nelva is a soil con-
servation technician in Orange City.
Carl and Brenda (Bootsma,' 85)
Czirr live in Melvin, Iowa, where
Carl is pastor of the the First Re-
formed Church. Brenda is substitute
teaching.
In Memoriam
Jared Lee, son of Darryl and Jody Kragt ('83) was born 6/21/90
and went to be with Jesus on 6/24/90.
"Let the little children come to me and do not hinder them, for
the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these" (Matthew 19:14).
Daniel Harris, son of Brian and Heidi (Kiekover) Ward ('88,'88).
Daniel was born with a major heart valve defect on 9/26/90. He passed
away on 12/1/90.
Jim and Bonnie (Sinnema,ex'85)
Potts live in Elko, Nevada, with their
son Alex. Jim is hydro-geologist at
Barrick Goldstrike Mines and
Bonnie has a personal service
business.
E.J. and Gail (Van Voorst) Bon-
nema ('86,'84) live in Minnesota
with their son, Matthew. E.J. is a
C.P.A. at Wilkerson, Gnthmann,and
Johnson in Minneapolis. Gail is part-
time administrative assistant to the
president at Northwestern College in
suburban St. Paul.
Mike and Kari (Marcus)
Davelaar ('86,ex'86) and their
daughter, Erin, live in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Mike is district
manager of sales in South Dakota for
Quality Liquid Feeds. Kari is RN in
Same Day Surgery at Sioux Valley
Hospital.
Johu andDonna (De Joug) Fisher
('87,'87) live in Wyoming,
Michigan, where John was recently
promoted to Home Supervisor at
Wedgewood Acres Christian Youth
Homes in Grand Rapids.
Gregory and Carmen (Dahlen~
burg,' 87) Dougherty live on an
acreage near Hills, Minnesota.
Carmen is a teacher in the Crippled
Children's School in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Gregory works as
head cook in the Upper Cot restaurant
in Sioux Falls. They have one son,
Gregory Todd.
Peggy (Marcus) Boxum ('88) is a
Chapter One Reading teacher for
Macy Public School, Macy,
Nebraska. Her full-time position in-
volves remedial reading instruction
for primary grade students.
Chad Brands ('89) recently
received honors for exceptional
academic performance at Baylor Col-
lege of Medicine in Houston, Texas.
As an honoree, Chad is recognized
as being in the top ten percent of his
class. He is currently enrolled in a
twelve-month clinical rotation
program.
Harlan and Bobbi (Hunt,'89) At-
tema live in Inwood, Iowa, with their
daughter, Elise.
Shon Heersink ('90) is attending
Texas Christian University where
he was one of six selected to perform
for Vladir Ashkenazy and Andre
Watts.
Mike and Deauue (Alberda)
Schoneveld (ex'91,ex'91) live on a
dairy farm in Chino, California, with
their daughter, Kayla. Mike manages




We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you
are doing and what kinds of events are happening in
your life. Please fill out the coupon below and mail to:








Randy, Cameron, Margo, Peter, and Faith Palmer
FUTURE DEFENDERS
Kenis and Jean (Vander Pol,'72) Loven, adopted Wesley John, 7/9/90.
Ron and Cheri Van Weelden ('73), Halie Ann, 11/19/90.
Henry and Marlene (Fisher,'76) Van Den Top, Chad Wayne, 10/4/90.
Randy and Margo Pahuer ('78), Cameron Randall Michael, 10/11/87,
adopted 9/28/90.
John and Sheryl (Miedema) Slegers ('78, '79), Anna Jessie-Camille,
12/6/90.
Martin and Christal (Hubers) Gelderman ('79,'77), Grant, 11/6/90.
Colin and Darla Feikema ('79), Phillip Ray, 8/19/90.
Brian and Amy (Nyland) Vanderbyl ('79), Joshua Anthony, 12/9/90.
Larry and Lonnie (Link) Van Denend ('80,'80), Rachael Lee, 8/26/90.
Rick and Heather De Wolde ('80), Heather Leah, 5/18/90.
Wisner and Linda (Miedema,'80) Bockbee, Hannah, 9/4/90.
John and Laurie (Zinkand, '80) Selles, Jesse Phillip, 10/30/90.
Arlyn and Cindy (Swart) Slagter ('81,ex'79), Caralyn Joy, 1/3/91.
Paul and Deborah (De Jong) Lindemulder ('81,'81), Brandon Paul,
9/6/90, adopted 9/28/90.
Bruce and Diane (Beltman) Grotenhuis (ex'81,ex'80), Courtney Kay,
8/13/90.
Lee and Donna Van Grouw ('81), Cnrtis John, 11/21/90.
Jim and Sherry (Gartman,'81) Gulke, Thomas Scott, 12/2/90.
Rick and Roxanne (Gritters) Terpstra ('82,'83), Erik Lee, 9/16/90.
Jans and Denise (Kooi) Pops ('82,'80), Hannah Ranae, 10/18/90.
Dennis and Crissie (Spoelstra) Rozendaal ('82), Emily Faye, 1/8/91.
Ronald and Lynn Walvoort ('82), Garrett Craig, 9/5/90.
Jim and Shari (Ebels) Kemiuk (ex'82, '83), Hannah Joy, 3/15/90, adopted
5/21/90.
Jule "Butch" and Carol (De Vries) Johns ('83,'83), Colby Ray and Kelly
Nicole, 12/27/90.
Stanton and Linda (Soot) Visser ('83,ex'80), Ryan Wayne, 10/12/90.
Rudy and Shirley (Byker) Folkerts ('84,'83), Wade Ethan, 12/25/90.
Russ and Ruth (Van Dyken) Rowenhorst ('84,'83), Rebecca Marie,
5/20/90.
Todd and Lynu (postma) Holstege ('84,'84), Grant Edward, 2/2/91.
Enno and Ruby (Gietema) Meijers ('84,'84), Simon Frederick, 4/5/90.
Doug and Lisa (Vis) Van Gorp ('84,'84), Aaron Douglas, 10/14/90.
Zacbary and Sandra (Hop) Andersou ('84,'86), Isaac James, 7/9/90.
Steven and Jana (vugteveen.ex'Sa) Cleveringa, Tyson John, 9/19/90.
Johu and Margaret (Miuderhoud) Vermeer ('85,'85), Andrew Kent,
10/24/90.
Jim and Bonnie (Sinnema,ex'85) Potts, Alex James, 11/16/90.
George and Sherri (Koops) Eakin ('86,'86), Christopher George, 11/8/90.
Philip and Bonnie (Vande Voort) Kooiker ('86,'86), Brittany Joy,
10/22/90.
Mike and Karl (Marcus) Davelaar ('86,ex'86), Erin Janelle, 11/7/90.
E.J. and Gail (Van Voorst) Bonnema ('86, '84), Matthew Edward, 9/19/90.
John and Marcia (Bultman) Greydanus ('86,'89), Gabriel Joel, 7/31/90.
John and Donna (De Joug) Fisher ('87,'87), Justin Phillip, 6/2/90.
Derick and Aruola (Schaap) Roos ('87, '87), Kyle Kenton and Kody James,
9/26/90.
Greg and Darcy (Van Maaneu) Horstman ('87,ex'87), Krista Marie,
6/14/90.
Dave and Julie (Vander Wilt) Hoflaud ('88,'88), Daniel John, 1/1/91.
Steve and Marla (Steenhoek) Ver Meer ('88,'88), Alaina Rae, 8/31/90.
Brian and Heidi (Kiekover) Ward ('88,'88), Daniel Harris and Joseph
Paul, 9/26/90. Daniel passed away on 12/1/90.
Henry and Karla (Hoekstra) Byl ('89,'90), Henry Creston, 8/15/90.
Harlan and Bobbi (Hunt,'89) Atteme, Elise Anne, 11/22/90.
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Sioux County Concert Series/Oboe Fusion
Sioux County Concert Series/Paragon
Ragtime Orchestra
Concert Choir and Chorale/"Elijah"
Sioux County Concert Series/Jian Wang,
cellist
Band Tour Home Concert
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April 8,9 7:30 p.m. B.J. Haan Lecture Series "Is there One Best
Way to Teach?"
Participants include John Van Dyk,








Travelogue, "New Zealand-An Outdoor
Adventure' ,
Campus Visit DayMarch 8
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The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is sent to you as alumni and friends of Christian
higher education. The Voice is published in October, December, February, April, and
June to share information about the programs, activities, and needs of the college.




Teri Nikkel, student assistant
Angela Struyk, contributing writer
Jean Zondervan, contributing writer
Lyle Gritters, Vice President for
College Advancement
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